I, Introduction
Surface and thin-film magnetism represents a rapidly developing area of materials research due to the observation of new phases and new effects in ultrathin layered structures. Examples of present interest include the exploration of facecentered phases of Fey and the oscillatory interlayer magnetic coupling and giant magnetoresistence (GMR) of magnetic heterostructures. The ability to make atomically flat layers with sharp interfaces and continuous thickness variations permits new insights to be gained into relationships between structural, electronic and magnetic properties. Herein we review highlights of two wedge studies that pertain to epitaxial Fe/Cu(lOO) and Cu/Co/Cu(lOO) film systems. The fmt is a surface magneto-optical Ken-effect (SMOKE) study of epitaxial-stabilized, facecentered phases of Fe grown on Cu(100). We present a phase diagram and focus on the fcc antiferromagnetic (AF) phase that possesses a ferromagnetic (F) surface layer. The second 1 is a photoemission study of CU/Co(wedge)/Cu(lOO), in which the confinement of sp and d-quantum-well (QW) states of a two-monolayer (ML) Cu overlayer are characterized and related to the GMR properties of related Co/Cu multilayers.
.
II. Experiment
Sample preparation and characteiization1*2 and background for SMOKE3 and spin- For films gown n& room temperature (RT), the phase transition at -5-ML Fe is qualitatively different from that for low-Ts growth. The Fe is F between 2-5 ML with a perpendicular easy axis, as before, but it is A F between -6-11 ML with a F-surface layer that is perpendicularly aligned (see Fig. 1 )-EXAFS resul&' suggest that the first phase is fct, as mentioned above, while the second phase is relatively undistorted fcc-like-These phases typically show different reconstruction patterns in LEED: 4x1 or 5x1 for fcc, and 1x1 or 2x1 for fcc. The bcc phase of the thicker films typically shows a more complicated "3x1"-based pattern.' Recent structural studies report that the fct phase has a periodic.. distortion 9 and the fcc phase a sheer transformation and a rotation with respect to the substrate. lo A Mossbauer study reported the coexistence of high-spin F and low-spin AF phases while dilating the lattice parameter via alloying for Cu-Au(100) substrates.''
Of particular interest is the phase for 6-1 1 ML of Fe grown at RT. The 
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